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Maija Tiippana
For Chairperson

I'm from Finland and have lived in New York for 2 
years thanks to my husband's work at the UN 
Department of Peace Operations. 

My first degrees are in fashion design and I had my 
own knitwear design company with my friend for 7 
years. I later started my university studies and have 
a Master of Education degree. After graduation I 
have worked at the University of Helsinki as an 
administrator. My work is more or less to help 
students, teachers and researchers to be able to 
focus on their work.

To me NYLESA is an important community to get 
peer support and information of living in New York 
and in the USA. Equally important are the possibility 
to meet people, to learn of other cultures and 
sometimes to have a reason to go out.

As a temporary Chair my primary 
task would be to build up the 
Steering Committee and clarify the 
functions of the working groups. A 
very important task is to commit 
new and old volunteers to the 
groups.
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For Co-Chairperson

Natalia Chernysh

I am from Russia. I have a Masters in French Language 
and Literature, and have lived and worked in Saint-
Petersburg, and UN’s duty stations in Nairobi and 
Vienna. 

Arriving in New York almost three years ago, I intended 
to find UN Women’s Guild, an organization I volunteered 
for several years in Kenya but somehow found NYLESA 
first. This lucky coincidence and the nice and warm 
people from NYLESA helped me get through my first time 
in the Big Apple. 

Seeing the lack of volunteers, I decided to help and I 
have been part of the membership team since August 
2018. I volunteer to help new spouses arriving to this 
great and controversial city finding this supportive 
community, the same way I did when I joined NYLESA. I 
hope all members can contribute, even just a little so the 
association can further thrive to help UN spouses even 
more in their sometimes not so easy life in a foreign 
country.

Stepping up for this Co-Chair 
in the temporary Steering 
Committee, I hope to better 
organize and optimize 
membership processes and 
procedures and put 
everything in order for a 
handover to the next SC.

“
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I am from Sudan and my background is Human 
Rights and Conflict Management. I have 
previously worked with UNICEF, UNDP as a 
program analyst . I also held the position of 
President of the Parent Teacher Association of a 
NYC school.

I arrived to New York in 2016. NYLESA is a great 
community for families like ours; it is the 
support we rely on far away from our country 
and family. I lived in multiple duty station, such 
as Algeria, Kenya, Turkey, Egypt and Germany. I 
found it hard to readjust to the new climate and 
culture. My difficulties each time were alleviated 
when connecting with other UN spouses at the 
country level. 

I have been Treasurer in the Steering Committee 
and would like to continue this term. 

For Treasurer
Siham Bloch

I will dedicate my time and 
experience to uphold the 
value of the Association. 

“
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I am from Zimbabwe. My background is in 
sales, marketing, advertising, and HR. For the 
past 10 years I have worked at various levels 
including Chair/Director in different NGO and 
volunteer organizations in a number of African 
countries. 

Arrived in New York in October 2019 and was 
daunted by everything, I joined NYLESA 
following the information provided by UNICEF. I 
enjoy socializing, meeting new people, trying 
new adventures and giving back to the 
community. Those are the reasons I want to go 
for the Welcome Group Coordinator position 
and also to share my past experience. 

For Welcome Group Coordinator
Soraya King 

Change is constant- I would 
like to look at different 
ways of welcoming 
spouses to NYC- building 
on existing programs 
within NYSLEA. 

“
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I am from France and moved to New York in 
spring 2019, when my wife got her first duty 
assignment for the UN. I have a master’s 
degree in engineering and I have worked as 
an IT consultant and project manager for 
more than eleven years. Now I am looking 
for new career opportunities in the Big 
Apple.

I joined NYLESA as it gives me the 
opportunity to meet people who relocated 
here from all over the world and share 
common experience with them. I am also 
glad I was able to get involved in a working 
group in 2019 and support the association 
in the help it provides to all members.

For Career Support Group Coordinator
Julien Soufflet

I intend to focus on developing 
partnerships with HRs to 
encourage more spouses to join 
the association and bring the 
association to the attention of 
recruiters. 

I also wish to better connect  with 
currently working members to 
help new comers broaden their 
professional and personal 
networks in NYC, and build a 
stronger community.

“
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I’m from Vietnam and moved to New York in the 
summer 2016 when my husband joined UNDP.  I 
am a communications specialist with a MSc in 
this field and more than 15-year experience 
working for international development and UN 
agencies. 

NYLESA embraced me from the moment I joined 
and has given me so many friends. In return, I 
volunteer to work on the website, branding, and 
communication products, and providing support 
to other members. 

Beyond a supportive community, I strongly believe 
NYLESA is and should be seen as a professional 
establishment, even though it is fully run by 
volunteers. I will continue to contribute to that. 

For Communication Group Coordinator
Yen Nguyen 

For this short term, I want to 
focus on setting up systems 
to increase  information 
sharing between SC and 
members, and for members 
to easily share their ideas, 
comments and voice their 
concerns.”
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